Agricultural Sciences and Marine Sciences Business Center (AMBC) Organization Chart

VP Finance and Administration
Mike Green

AVP for Finance & Controller
Heidi Sann

Finance & Accounting Manager
Yanli Zhang

Business Center Manager
Jackie Thorsness

Newport Business Manager
Dee Kennedy

Chelle Boswell-Office Specialist 2
Colette Marko-Nelson-Accountant 1

1 Branch Experiment Station

Jessica Jackson-Fiscal Coordinator 2
Sudie Swader-Fiscal Coordinator 1

April Cummings-Fiscal Coordinator 1
Diane Franck-Accounting Tech
Gwen Frye-Accounting Tech
Michele Jones-Accounting Tech
Anne McCauley-Accounting Tech
Vacant-Fiscal Coordinator 1

Angela Born-Accountant 1
Helen Brittain-Fiscal Coordinator 1
Natasha Gaspar-Fiscal Coordinator 1
Yun Lan Liao-Accountant 2
Cindi Mafit-Grant/Contract Coord
Piawah Sim-Fiscal Coordinator 2
Madelynn Wang-Accountant 2
Janna Whippo-Accountant 2
Wenjie Xu-Accountant 2
Vacant-Accountant 1

Blaine Baker-BPP
Mel Laam-Seed Cert
Jodi Keeling-Seed Cert
Cynthia Middlebrooks-Seed Lab

Finance Coordinator
Sarah Child

Clara Carter-Grant/Contract Tech
Stephanie Dewey-Grant/Contract Tech
Margaret Hamilton-Grant/Contract Coord
Jill Wait-Grant/Contract Tech

Temporary part-time:
JoAnne Scheler-Grant/Contract Coord
Trisha Squires-Accountant 1

Unit Assignments for Dee

CIMRS
COMES-Astoria
COMES-Newport
HMSC
MMI

Unit Assignments for Jackie

AEC
ADMIN
CFU
CBARC
COAREC
EOARC-Burns
EOARC-Union
VIC
HAREC
KBREC
MCAREC
MERS
NWREC
SOREC

Unit Assignments for Yanli

BEE
BPP
BRB
CSS
EMT
EOANRP
FW
FST
GHIC
GRNHSE
HORT
HORS
DIPMC
PERS
OIPMC
SEED CERT
SEED LAB
SUST
SUNS
GRANT
SUNS
VETMED

Building Manager: ?
Computer Coordinator: ?
Key Coordinator: ?
Student Supervisor: Yanli Zhang
Telephone Coordinator: Michele Jones
Website Coordinator: Michele Jones

Effective 8/01/21

AMBC managers 4.0 FTE
AMBC staff 24.0 FTE
CAS Unit staff